Inspired by the research of human visual system in neuroanatomy and psychology, the paper proposes a two-way collaborative visual attention model for target detection.In this new method , bottom-up attention information cooperates with top-down attention information to detect a target rapidly and accuractly. Firstly,the statistical prior knowledge of target and background is applied to optimize bottom-up attention information in different feature space and scale space.Secondly, after the SNR of salience difference between target and interference is computed ,the bottom-up gain factor is obtained.Thirdly, the gain factor is applied to adjust bottom up attention information extraction and then to maximize the salience contrast of target and background.Finally, target is detected by adjusted saliency.Experimental results shows that the proposed model in this paper can improve the real-time capability and reliability of target detection.
Introduction
Human visual system can quickly and accurately detect target in a large amount of input information by limit resources.Many studies show that visual attention mechanism palys a important role in that process. The working principle and computing strategy of visual attention mechanism are that secondary information for visual processing task is discarded and limit resources are concentrated to deal with more important information [1] .
This selective attention mechanism makes human visual system has strong robustness and high efficiency in complex environment target detection.Therefore, research on the target detection based on visual attention mechanism has important significance.
At present, the visual attention mechanism is mainly made of data driven and task driven ,known as bottom-up mechanism and top-down mechanism [2] .Bottom-up mechanism is that human would be always interested in salient things without a attentional goal.Top-down is that We would be always blind to things we do not wish to see if we have top-down attention alone. Topdown attentional mechanism is more according with task and Bottom-up attentional mechanism is often faster and more potent.Many theories or research framework have put emphasis on one of them [3] - [5] .And main research is concetrated on bottom-up model [6] - [7] ,meanwhile,there are some studies devored to developing top-down model. In 1998, the University of California, Itti [2] , [8] proposed a visual attention model that based on the Primary Visual Feature, has become one of the most classic visual attention model and Stentiford in 2003 put forward using Visual Attention Map to represent the image salience [9] . In 1990,Rimey [10] proposed that using enhanced Hidden Markov Model to realize data-driven selective attention mechanism, Subsequently, Salah [11] applied the Observed Markov Model to simulate the task-driven attention mechanism, and have achieved good results in digital recognition and face recognition . Based on the research in Itti, in 2002, Navalpakkam constructed a task-oriented attention model [12] .Both Itti model and attention map are a popular way to imitate bottom-up attentional mechanism. This paper combining with copper surface defects detection, explore and research a kind of accurate, fast interesting target detection methods that based on visual attention mechanism. Firstly, the model extracts attention information of bottom-up, taking both features of spatial domain and frequency domain and saliency detection of feature space and scale space into consideration.Then, considering the differences of detecting technique and environment complexity,it apply the statistical prior knowledge of target and background to obtain a bottom-up gain factor .Finally,it uses the gain factor to construct a kind of bottom-up and top-down attention information cooperative visual attention mechanism and attempt to solve complex and severe working environment defect detection problem.
Two-way collaborative attention model
The researchers in the target detection field has applied task-oriented attention mechanism to achieve many applications as face recognition , image retrieval and etc. However, those applications are mostly based on the bottom-up model and perform task-oriented attention by adjusting the salient areas scale, orientation, size or shape Shortcoming of these task-oriented models is that they are lack of an effective definition of high-level information to implement real task driven target detection.Some researchers tried to combine bottom-up and top-down attention.For example, Oliver in 2006 proposed a real-time computer vision and machine learning system to simulation and identification human behavior. This system used Bayesian model and closed feedback loop to combine top-down and bottom -up attention information. For known target,this method can achieve a high accuracy of detection ,but it still has difficulty in identifying the unknown target in real-time detection.
One of the key challenges in integrating data-driven and task-driven attention mechanism is to find the optimal top-down influence on bottom-up. This paper intends to construct a two-way collaborative visual attention model, as the figure 1 shows. In order to meet the requirements of real-time capability of online target detection, the model based on human visual perceptual system theory, is on existing foundation of the salient detection of targets in complex environment, such as natural environment, and it expands knowledge base structure to add function of focus shift module.Also, on the base of extraction information from the bottom up attention ,the model searches interested region from the original image. Then, under the guidance of target detection task ,it considers the statistical probability of the target and background knowledge to optimize the different the bottom up attention information at feature space and scale space from .The process is that through analysis of target and background, calculating the target and interference salience difference SNR to get the bottom-up gain factor and applying the gain factor to adjust the bottom up attention information extraction and to maximize the salience contrast of the target and background. Consequently, the target detection real-time capability and robustness is improved.
Target detection methods based on collaborative attention mechanism
The input information processing of the proposed model is as follows:
A. Bottom up attention information extraction Bottom up attention information can be obtained by calculating various salient features in an image. As the feature description of surface defect is varied, such as grey statistics characteristics, texture features, two-dimensional geometry features, color characteristics, etc. Therefore, Choosing suitable features to describe saliency is the key of targets detection. According to the characteristics of the surface defect target on copper strip and meeting the actual needs of inspection process ,the paper selects the primary visual features, spectral texture features and wavelet statistical features to describe the saliency of targets defect.
The computation processes of these three kinds of features saliency are as follows:
(1)Calculation of primary visual feature saliency Firstly, through the decomposition of Gaussian pyramid and Gabor pyramid at different scales, 9 intensities features, 36 colors features and 36 orientations features are obtained .
According to the 81 features, center-surround differences ○ -between a "center" fine scale c and a "surround" coarser scale s is computed then to get 42 feature maps including 6 for intensity, 12 for color, and 24 for orientation. Afterwards, local iteration strategy is applied to feature maps respectively to form feature attention maps. Where the region l meets the condition
B. Top-down attention information extraction Different feature attention can stimulate saliency detection to accelerate the process of target detection.Therefore, according to the target or interference prior information Θ , the model computes target and background statistics knowledge and then using different weights for top-down component to optimized bottom-up map.The target and background saliency ratio SNR is expressed as
Then the optimal choice of weighs of bottom up attention information is as 
D. attention Focus shift In order to obtain the entire information of the image, the focus of attention is circularly shifted in the process of salient regions detection. Selection and transfer of attention focus determines the position and its important degree of an interested region. Saliency information of the regions is obtained through calculation of bottom-up and top-down attention information. Furthermore, it is necessary for the model to sort the regions on saliency value and to obtain salient region of the original image. As a result, the current salient region is that saliency value is maximum among all alternate regions and the remaining areas are known as potential salient regions. Meanwhile, the competitive mechanism of winner-takes-all is used for the salient region mutual inhibition in target interest map and the strongest attractive region will be the next salient area.
The model is also inspired by two characteristics of the human vision system known as 1) Adjacent priority principle. Human vision tends to choose the region which is adjacent to current salient region as the next saliency region.
2) Inhibition return principle. Human vision inhibits the salient regions that has been selected. Therefore, it is necessary for attention focus selection and transfer to consider the influences of saliency value, adjacent distance and inhibition of return. Consequently,the model defines inhibition of return factor IR k and adjacent priority factor PE k to control attention focus shift.
Inhibition of return factor IR k is defined as follows 
DIS k is the distance of k-th potential saliency region to the current region, DIS sum represents the distance of all the potential saliency regions to the current saliency region.
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After that , the attraction of salient region is expressed as
(10) The winner-take-all neural network is used to find attention focus from the saliency map, to select the candidate region and to obtain salient region.Then, the model determines the potential transfer targets according to the current salient regions. And,searching for the next salient point and shifting attention focus on adjacent priority and inhibition return mechanism.
Repeating all of above, it can obtain a series of salient regions.
Experiment and result analysis
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model in this research, the paper uses images of copper strip with the size of 256×256 from the company of XingRong, in Changzhou, China.The sample set has 1200 images including 1050 defect images and 150 nondestructive images and the image library contains lower resolution defect target images and weak defect images.
The number of attention focus transfer directly affects the efficiency of interested regions detection. Therefore, 1200 sample copper images is used to compute statistic number of the target attention saccades in the Markov model and the enhanced attention model.
Performance comparison of the observable Markov model and the improved attention model is shown as Table 1 .From the table, it is concluded that the classification accuracy of the improved attention model and observable Markov model is approximately but the Markov model requires 5 saccades to complete target region detection and the improved attention model only need 1.7 times average saccades, which greatly improve the real-time performance.Also it is proved the proposed method effectiveness in the high speed on-line detection. 
Conclusion
A new kind of bottom-up and top-down cooperative visualattention model is proposed for targets detection in this paper. The model is established based on the obtained prior knowledge of target and background. Firstly, the statistical prior knowledge of target and background is applied to optimize bottom-up attention information in different feature space and scale space .Secondly, after the SNR of salience difference between target and interference is computed ,the bottom-up gain factor is obtained .Thirdly, the gain factor is applied to adjust bottom up attention information extraction and then to maximize the salience contrast of target and background .Finally, target is detected by adjusted saliency.The experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper have effective guidance for targets detection, and relative to the Markov model, the results of detection accuracy and real-time capability have been greatly improved. For future research, it is necessary to optimize the algorithm for improving accuracy of targets detection. 
